
By CAROLYN KHEW

THE first government-industry
scholarship dedicated to the
power sector has been awarded to
four tertiary students.

Mr S. Iswaran, Minister in the
Prime Minister’s Office, gave out
the scholarship awards yesterday
at the In Dialogue With Youth
forum, which was part of the
Singapore International Energy
Week and attended by more than
300 students.

The Energy-Industry Scholar-
ship was launched in January to
help nurture talent for the sector,
which was reported last year to
have workers with a median age
of 48. The industry would need
2,400 more technical profession-
als in the next decade, the Energy
Market Authority (EMA) had said.

Open to Singaporeans and per-
manent residents, the scholarship
covers hostel and tuition fees, and
provides a monthly allowance.

This year’s recipients will join
Singapore LNG Corporation, Sin-
gapore Power and YTL Pow-
erSeraya once they graduate.

To keep the energy sector com-
petitive, there must be good peo-
ple joining the sector at different

levels, said Mr Iswaran, who is al-
so Second Minister for Home Af-
fairs and Trade and Industry.

Singapore Polytechnic student
Noor Nashriyah Jalil, 19, is one of
the scholarship winners and is
studying for a diploma in electri-
cal and electronic engineering.

“Engineering has always been a
‘man’s field’. I hope to prove to
myself and society that woman
can do the job just as well, if not
better,” she said.

The other recipients are Nation-
al University of Singapore under-
graduate Tay Wei Jia, 23, Institute
of Technical Education College
West student Muhammad Rafiud-
din Samsudien, 17, and Singapore
Polytechnic student Teo Wen
Xuan, 18.

The next scholarship applica-
tion period starts in December.

Seven companies in the sector,
including Sembcorp Industries
and Keppel Infrastructure Hold-
ings, will come on board.

Yesterday, Singapore Power
and EMA also unveiled initiatives,
including a mobile exhibition and
a short film contest, to reach out
to 16,000 primary and secondary
school students from next year.

kcarolyn@sph.com.sg

By FENG ZENGKUN
ENVIRONMENT CORRESPONDENT

MANUFACTURING companies in Singapore, espe-
cially power-guzzling ones like semiconductor
firms, are likely to benefit more from installing so-
lar panels to save on electricity costs, a study here
has found.

These companies operate throughout the week,
even on weekends, and heavy-duty production com-
panies are also likely to have large roofs which can
accommodate more panels for economies of scale,
according to the study by solar energy firm REC
and the Solar Energy Research Institute of Singa-
pore (Seris).

In contrast, commerce and trade companies
such as warehouses and distribution centres usually
do not operate on weekends, which limits the size
of their solar power systems, said the researchers.

“Making the system larger would reduce the con-
sumption from the (power) grid during the week,
but the excess electricity on the weekend would be
wasted,” they explained.

REC, with Seris’ help, had looked at commerce
and trade, manufacturing and heavy-duty produc-
tion companies here to see whether and how they
could profit from installing solar panels on-site and
using the energy generated from the sun.

The study did not include condominiums, Hous-
ing Board flats and industrial estates where compa-
nies share a building, as the rooftop space in these
places is smaller and shared.

The researchers said their projections showed
the companies could recoup investments in such
systems in eight to nine years.

The electricity generated for the rest of the
systems’ typical 25- to 30-year lifespan would be al-
most free.

This is even as Singapore’s retail electricity pric-
es rose by 9 cents for a kilowatt hour from 2005 to
last year, while the average cost of a solar power
system fell by almost 40 per cent between 2011 and
this year, they noted.

For companies that cannot afford or baulk at the
long recoupment period, REC senior vice-president
of operations and technology Ter Soon Kim said
they can make use of power-purchasing agree-
ments, where companies such as REC pay for and
operate solar panels on their roofs.

In return, the companies with the panels on their
roofs buy electricity from the solar panel providers
at an agreed rate that is usually lower than that
charged by utilities.

But Mr Ter said more can be done to boost solar
power adoption in Singapore.

For instance, “buildings should be designed to
be able to accommodate multiple green features
such as water tanks, gardens and solar panels on
their roofs, as it is more costly to retrofit the build-
ings”, he said.

zengkun@sph.com.sg

Energy-Industry Scholarship recipients (from left) Tay Wei Jia, Teo Wen Xuan, Noor Nashriyah Jalil
and Muhammad Rafiuddin Samsudien. The scholarship, which is open to Singaporeans and permanent
residents, was launched in January to help nurture talent for the sector. ST PHOTO: DESMOND LIM

MOVE over, Lasik. A new vision-correction proce-
dure is in town, and it promises less discomfort and
fewer side effects.

Called Relex Smile, it gives a person clearer vi-
sion by removing a disc-shaped piece of his cornea
through a tiny cut. There is no flap created and no
vaporising of tissue like in Lasik.

Today’s Mind Your Body examines how the lat-
est technique measures up to the popular option of
Lasik, as well as other existing options such as im-
plantable contact lenses.

We also round up popular and trendy fitness rou-
tines that you can opt for to inject some fun into
your workout regime.

Cancer patients who want to seek traditional
Chinese medicine to boost their recovery and immu-
nity after chemotherapy can get tips in today’s is-
sue.

Plus, learn how to transform a rich Indian rice
pudding into a less sinful one by using apples as the
core ingredient.

Four awarded new
scholarship dedicated
to energy industry
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RECOVERY AFTER CANCER

APPLE OF YOUR EYE

How herbs can boost your immunity

Satisfy your sweet tooth with this apple rice pudding

A new laser eye procedure, Relex Smile, is in town. How does it match up to Lasik? 
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EXERCISE IS NO CHOREFun and trendy fitness routines to try out

Factories
‘suitable’
to tap
sun’s rays
Big roofs, 7-day operation
allow them to benefit more
from solar panels: Study

New way to get
better vision
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